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Three possible forms of corruption

“Economic growth reduces corruption by a greater amount if firms

are more able to move elsewhere” Bai et al (2017)

1. Operate outside the law.
I Origin of minerals used could not be identified by 67% of US

companies (TGIATOC,2016)

2. Bribe to operate “according to the law”
I Transparency Initiatives

3. Misuse of mining tax revenue
I Gadenne(2017)
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Evasion is observable in the case of illegal mining

I Main difficulty studying illegal activity is measuring its extent.

2/23/2016 Remedios, Antioquia - Google Maps

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Remedios,+Antioquia,+Colombia/@7.8144796,-74.7820452,586m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m2!3m1!1s0x8e431244df00b443:0xc4f... 1/1
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After predicting mining, we assess legality

Illegal mines

Legal title

Legally mined areas



What we do in Saavedra-Romero(2017)

I Study how evasion responds to the share of tax revenue
earmarked for the host municipality.

I Build panel of illegal mining by municipality

I Use satellite imagery and machine learning algorithm.

I Predict mines location in Colombia and Peru, 2004-2014.

I Estimate the effect of royalties reform on illegal mining:

I Reduced revenue share for mining municipalities from
55% to 10%

I 7-20 ¢ lost through evasion per $ redistributed.
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Health effects

I Differential effects on newborn’s health.

I 4-14 ¢ lost through evasion per $ redistributed.
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Ongoing Research Project

I Does revealing the existence of illegal activity reduces the
extent of the activity?

I Does the agent informed matters for the effect?
I Does illegal activity relocate to neighboring municipalities not

treated?

I 2x2 Randomized Control Trial
I Inform local authorities in half of the municipalities
I Inform the Air Force in another random half
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Open questions

1. Operate outside the law.

I What legalization programs work?
I Are there other differential effects of illegal mining?
I What are the economic implications of ‘responsible sourcing’

policies? (Sanchez de la Sierra)

2. Bribe to operate “according to the law”
I Does transparency reduce the extent of bribing?

3. Misuse of mining tax revenue
I How to use disclosed information to improve spending

efficiency?
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Thank you

I Gracias

I Asante Sana

I Merci

I Obrigado

I Grazie


